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Abstract
 .We study the critical properties of the monopole-percolation transition in U 1 lattice gauge theory coupled to scalars at
 .infinite bs0 gauge coupling. We find strong scaling corrections in the critical exponents that must be considered by
means of an infinite-volume extrapolation. After the extrapolation, our results are as precise as the obtained for the four
dimensional site-percolation and, contrary to previously stated, fully compatible with them. q 1999 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The richness of the phase diagram of models
containing charged scalars andror fermions and
abelian gauge fields has produced the hope of find-
ing a non-trivial critical point in four dimensions.
For the compact formulation of lattice QED, the
different phases of these models Confining, Higgs,
.Coulomb , can be characterized in terms of their
w xtopological content 1 , and this relation can be
w x  w xnumerically explored 2 see Ref. 3 for a detailed
.exposition . The link between topology and phase-di-
agram is strong to the point that a monopole-percola-
tion second-order phase transition can be found be-
yond the end-point of the Higgs-Coulomb phase
 w xtransition line see Ref. 4 for a study of the phase-
1 E-mail: laf@lattice.fis.ucm.es
2 E-mail: victor@lattice.fis.ucm.es
. w xdiagram . In Ref. 5 , it has been conjectured that the
monopole-percolation phase transition can produce a
chiral phase transition that, being driven by the
monopole percolation, would present the same criti-
cal exponents.
w xThis conjecture has been put to test in Ref. 3 ,
where the position of both the monopole-percolation
and chiral critical lines have been located, by means
of a Monte Carlo simulation in the quenched approx-
imation. The chiral critical line is very close to the
monopole-percolation one, but they can be clearly
 .resolved in the limit of infinite bs0 gauge cou-
pling. A clear-cut test of the scenario proposed in
w xRef. 5 would be an accurate measure of both the
chiral and monopole-percolation critical exponents.
The critical exponents for monopole-percolation have
w xbeen measured in Refs. 3,6 . The critical exponents
displayed a very mild variation along the critical
line, consistent with a single Universality Class,
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although significantly different from the site-percola-
w x w xtion 7 . However, in Refs. 3,6 the scaling correc-
tions are not considered in the analysis.
In this letter, we report the results of a Monte
Carlo calculation of compact scalar QED in the
 .strong coupling limit for the gauge field bs0 ,
where the model is integrable. In this way, we are
able to directly generate independent configurations
obtaining accurate measures in large lattices.
In our study, we shall use a Finite-size Scaling
 .FSS method based on the comparison of measures
taken in two lattices, at the coupling value for which
a renormalization group invariant namely the corre-
.lation length in units of the lattice size takes the
w xsame value in both lattices 7–9 . In this way, by
considering the scaling of other dimensionless quan-
tities, we obtain direct information on corrections to
scaling. In the present case the scaling corrections
are notoriously difficult to deal with. The usual
strategy of just considering the leading scaling cor-
rections would only work in extremely large lattices,
and we are compelled to use sub-leading corrections
in the infinite volume extrapolation. After this ex-
trapolation, we conclude that monopole-percolation
belongs to the same Universality Class that site-per-
colation.
2. The model
 .  .The action for the compact U 1 -gauge model
on the lattice, coupled to unit modulus scalars can be
written as
Ssyb Re U r . mn
r ,m-n
yk ReF † r U r F rqm , 1 .  .  .  . m
r ,m
where r is the four-dimensional lattice site, m and n
run over the four spatial directions, m is the vector
 .joining neighbours along the m direction, U r ismn
 .the elementary plaquette, U r the gauge variable,m
 .and F r the scalar field. The lattice volume is
VsL4 and periodic boundary conditions are im-
posed. Notice that we use the normalization of the
w xparameter k as in Ref. 4 which is twice that used in
w xRef. 3 .
For bs0 and after a gauge transformation to
eliminate the F fields, the action simplifies to
Ssyk Re U r . 2 .  . m
r ,m
The generation of independent Monte Carlo configu-
rations for this action is straightforward, as the link
variables are dynamically independent.
To study the monopoles in the lattice, let us write
 . ium r .U r se and definem
u r su r qu rqm yu rqn yu r .  .  .  .  .mn m n m n
su r q2p N r , 3 .  .  .mn mn
 xwhere u is taken in the interval yp ,p and Nmn mn
is an integer.
We obtain the monopole current in the dual lattice
w xas 2
1 qm r s e D N rqm , 4 .  .  .˜m mnrs n rs2
where Dq is the forward difference operator in the
lattice. Each component of the current m is anm
integer which lives in the link of the dual lattice
leaving r in the m direction. Clusters are defined as˜
sets of sites of the dual lattice connected through
links with nonzero monopole current occupied
.links .
The observables that we measure for every gauge
configuration are the link energy and magneti-
zation-like quantities that can be expressed in terms
of the cluster-size distribution:
Es Re U r , M s n , M s n2 , .  m 1 c 2 c
r ,m c c
M s3M 2 y2 n4 , M smax n , 5 .4 2 c max c c
c
where n is the number of sites of the c-nth cluster.c
E is used to compute k derivatives and to extrapo-
late the measures taken at k to neighbouring cou-
w x  .pling values 10 . The definition of M M can be2 4
understood by putting in the occupied sites Ising
spins at zero temperature spins on the same cluster
.  .have the same sign , taking the second fourth
power of the magnetization, and averaging over the
w xsigns of the clusters 7 .
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The same construction allows for a sensible mea-
sure of the correlation length in a finite lattice. We
first measure the Fourier transform of the clusters
n k s e i kPr 6 .  .ˆ c
rgc
at minimal momentum, from which we obtain
1 2< <Fs n k , 7 .  .  c ;4 cIkIs2prL
w xand then use the following definition 11
1r2 :M rFy12
js . 8 .2 /4sin prL .
We have used two definitions of the unconnected
susceptibility
 :  2 :x s M rV , x s M rV . 9 .1 2 2 max
Notice that the monopole density M rV is not criti-1
cal at the transition. So, we can define also the
susceptibilities dividing M or M by M , as done2 max 1
w xin Refs. 3,6 . This should only modify the correc-
tions to scaling in general, we find that they in-
.crease slightly .
The previous numerical studies have been mainly
based on measures of connected susceptibilities,
specifically
c 2 :x s M yM rM , .1 2 max 1
2 2c  :  :x s M rM y M rM V . 10 .  . .2 max 1 max 1
These definitions make sense at both sides of the
transition and present a peak near it. However we
shall see that they present strong corrections to the
scaling, becoming less appropriate than the uncon-
nected ones for a FSS study.
It is also very useful to measure quantities that
keep bounded at the critical point, but whose k
derivatives diverge. Some examples are the correla-
tion length in units of the lattice size and the Binder
parameters:
 :  :1 M M4 2B s 3y , B s ,1 22 2 /2  :  :M M2 max
 2 :MmaxB s . 11 .3 2 :Mmax
3. The numerical method
We have simulated in symmetric lattices of linear
sizes Ls6,8,12,16,24,32, and 48. We have gener-
ated 106 independent configurations for each lattice.
The statistical analysis have been done with 1000
bins of data, for an accurate error determination. To
 .speed up the computations, we have used the U 1
 .subgroup Z . We have checked that the U 1 -dis-65535
cretization effects are negligible comparing the re-
sults with those using Z .255
In order to measure critical exponents, we use a
FSS method. Specifically, we use the quotients
w xmethod used in Refs. 7–9 . Given an observable O
that diverges as tyx O , t being the reduced tempera-
 .ture kyk rk , the FSS ansatz predicts that for ac c
finite lattice of size L, in the critical region
x rn yvO :O L,t sL F j L,t rL qO L , .  .  . .O
12 .
where F is a smooth scaling function and v is theO
universal exponent associated to the leading correc-
tions to scaling.
To eliminate the unknown function F , one canO
compute the quotient Q of the mean value of theO
observable in two different lattices, at the coupling
value where the correlation lengths in units of the
 .lattice size is the same there is a crossing :
 :O sL,t .cross x rn yvOQ s ss qO L , .Q ssO j  :O L,t .cross
13 .
lattice sizes being sL and L respectively. The
 yv . yvO L terms include all powers of L as well as
the corresponding series produced by sub-leading
w xirrelevant operators 9,12,13 . Other corrections are
generated by the non singular part of the free energy
 .analytical corrections . For most observables the
 yg rn .analytical corrections are O L . Let us remark
that Q and Q are statistically correlated, whichO j
 .allows for an important statistical error reduction in
 .  .Eq. 13 . In fact, a modification of Eq. 13 can be
used to study logarithmic corrections to mean-field
w xbehaviour with rather high accuracy 14 . Let us
finally remark that a similar two-lattices matching
method has also being extremely successful in lattice
w xQCD studies 15 .
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It will be also useful to recall the shift of the
finite-lattice critical point from the true critical point
w x16 :
1ysyv
cross yvy1rnt L,s A L , 14 .  .1rns y1
where only the leading scaling corrections have been
cross . yvy1rnkept. With a fixed value of s, t L,s AL ,
to be compared with the shift of the peaks of the
connected susceptibility, that goes as t peak ALy1rn.
These peaks can be measured in a single lattice, but
we loose a factor of Lyv . That is why the quotient
method suffers from smaller scaling corrections. Eq.
 .14 also applies to the crossing of the Binder cumu-
lants B .i
4. Results
In Table 1 we show our results for the critical
 .exponents h and n as obtained from Eq. 13 . The
 .used operators have been x x sgrns2yh1 x1
 .and EjrEk x s1q1rn . In all cases, we con-E jk
sider only the ratio ss2. These exponents can be
directly compared with the results for the four di-
w xmensional site-percolation 7 . The trend for expo-
nent n in both cases is rather similar: the scaling
corrections are significantly smaller than the statisti-
cal errors, so that the results seems stable with
growing L. To this accuracy, both measures are
compatible. On the other hand, for the anomalous
dimension, h, both systems present significant scal-
ing corrections, although stronger in the monopole-
percolation case. Therefore, the scaling corrections
must be dealt with before comparison for h can be
attempted.
Table 1
 .  .Critical exponents obtained from Eq. 13 with lattice pairs L,2 L .
 .We have used as operators Ej rEk x s1q1rn , and xE j 1k
 .x sg rn s2yh . The last two rows display the correspondingx1
results for site-percolation obtained with exactly the same opera-
. w xtors reported in 7
L n h n hsyp syp
 .  .6 0.6801 34 y0.2336 7 – –
 .  .  .  .8 0.6829 36 y0.1713 6 0.689 3 y0.0687 7
 .  .  .  .12 0.680 5 y0.1256 6 0.687 3 y0.0775 7
 .  .  .  .16 0.681 6 y0.1095 7 0.688 4 y0.0825 6
 .  .  .  .24 0.689 6 y0.0986 6 0.691 5 y0.0868 8
w x  .In previous studies 7–9 , we have used Eq. 14
to obtain an estimate of v that allows to perform an
infinite-volume extrapolation. However, in this case
the higher-order scaling corrections are so large that
they need to be considered. This can be seen in Fig.
2, where we show the finite-lattice critical point as
obtained by the crossing of jrL, and of B . In thei
jrL case, the behaviour is not even monotonous
with increasing lattice size. Therefore, in this prob-
 .lem we need to go beyond Eq. 14 .
Thus, we have considered the three Binder cumu-
lants B whose quotients should behave asi
Xyv y2 v yvQ s1qA L qB L qC LB i i iQ ssi j
qD Lyg rn q . . . , 15 .i
where vX stands for a sub-leading irrelevant expo-
nent.
Our numerical results for these quotients are plot-
ted in Fig. 1. Although the behaviour with growing
L is not monotonous, we have first considered the
parametrization 1qA Lyv , which should be ade-i
quate for large L. The quality of the fit is rather poor
unless discarding all but the two largest pairs: vs
 .  2 .  .  20.81 2 x rdofs159r8 ; vs0.99 5 x rdofs
.  .  2 .19.9r5 ; vs1.03 8 x rdofs5.2r2 , for LG8,
LG12 and LG16 respectively ‘‘dof’’ is the num-
.ber of degrees of freedom in the fit . We see that
higher-order corrections need to be included. As v
seems slightly larger than one and, from Table 1 it is
clear that grn will be close to two, Ly2 v and
Lyg rn will be of the same order. Therefore, a
quadratic fit in Lyv should be a good parametriza-
tion provided that there are not sub-leading irrelevant
operators in the intermediate range. In fact, the
quadratic fit shown in Fig. 1 discarding the smaller
.lattice, Ls6 is quite reasonable:
vs1.23 8 , x 2rdofs5.4r5 . 16 .  .
Notice that the data used in the fits are strongly
correlated and the consideration of the full covari-
ance matrix is mandatory.
 .A cross-check of the determination Eq. 16 can
be done fitting to the functional form 1qA Lyv qi
yg rn C L , fixing grns2.09 this is the value foundi
w xin Ref. 7 , for site-percolation and it is also quite
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Fig. 1. Quotients of cumulants B , B and B as a function of Lyv . We use for v the value obtained in the fit, thus the curvature is related1 2 3
with higher-order corrections to scaling.
.close to the values encountered in Table 1 . This fit
yields a compatible value with a rather increased
 .error: vs1.36 14 .
Therefore, our estimate seems consistent although
 .one may prefer to double the error in Eq. 16 , as an
estimation of systematic errors, to be in the safe side.
A different cross-check is the infinite-volume ex-
 .trapolation for k , using Eq. 14 and the crossingc
points for jrL, B , B and B . In Fig. 2 we plot the1 2 3
cumulant crossing points as a function of Lyvy1rn.
As the behaviour is not monotonous we have tried a
fit to k qA Lyvy1rn qB Ly2 vy1rn. From Table 1c i i
 .and Eq. 16 we find that n can be determined much
more accurately than v, so its value can be safely
 .fixed to ns0.69 in the fit. Fixing also v to 16 we
 2obtain an acceptable fit only if LG12 x rdofs
.1.1r3 . We obtain
k s2.698736 34 11 . 17 .  .  .c
Through out the paper the second error will denote
the error induced by the uncertainty in v. Therefore,
if one chooses to double the error in v, this second
error needs to be doubled too. As the value of kc
will be by far our most precise result, it is important
to check that the discretization effect of using Z65535
 .instead of U 1 is negligible. In order to do so, we
have repeated the measure of the crossing point for
 .the pair 12,24 using Z with the same statistics,255
obtaining a compatible value within errors one per
.million .
The exponent h can be obtained from the suscep-
 g rn 2yh .tibilities x and x which scale as L sL1 2
 : and the magnetization M which scales asmax
yb rnq4 3yhr2 .L sL . In Fig. 3, we show the three h
determinations. It is clear from the plot that we
cannot keep just the leading scaling corrections. In
this figure we show a joint fit of the three quantities,
quadratic in Lyv , with LG8. The extrapolated value
is
hsy0.0876 22 6 , x 2rdofs1.2r5 . 18 .  .  .
This might be compared with the result obtained by
assuming that the scaling corrections are A Lyv qi
yg rn  .C L fixing again grns2.09 :i
hsy0.0902 25 1 , x 2rdofs2.4r5 . 19 .  .  .
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yv y1rn  .Fig. 2. Crossing points of the cumulants, as functions of L here we have set vs1.23, ns0.69 .
We see that by following our recipe of doubling the
v induced error, both extrapolations are not covered
by the second error bar. We thus take the difference
to estimate the systematic error involved in the infi-
Fig. 3. The exponent h as a function of Lyv for several magnetization or susceptibility operators. The dashed lines are quadratic fits in the
yv  .variable L vs1.23 . Notice that the connected susceptibilities present stronger scaling corrections. We also plot the results of the
w xsite-percolation taken from Ref. 7 .
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Table 2
Summary of the values obtained for the critical coupling including statistical and our estimation of systematic errors. In the second row we
w x  . w xshow the results of Ref. 3 for the same system. Finally third row we recall the results of Ref. 7 for the site-percolation
Source k n h vc
 .  .  .  .This work 2.69874 6 0.685 6 y0.089 4 1.23 16
w x  .  .  .Franzki, Kogut, Lombardo 3 2.6938 8 0.61 4 y0.28 2 –
w x  .  .  .Site-percolation 7 – 0.689 10 y0.094 3 1.13 10
nite-volume extrapolation generated by higher-order
terms. The final value that includes both kind of
errors is
hsy0.089 4 . 20 .  .
For computing the n exponent we measure the
quotient corresponding to the operator EjrEk , which
scales as L1q1rn. From Table 1 we see that the
infinite-volume extrapolation is not so crucial in this
case. However, we cannot just average the different
determinations which is basically what a log-log fit
.does , as the statistical error in the mean can de-
crease enough to uncover the scaling corrections. In
order to obtain a safe error estimate, we perform a fit
linear in Lyv . The difference between the extrapola-
tion with LG6 and with LG8 is ten times smaller
than the error. Taking the error from the latter we
obtain:
ns0.685 6 , x 2rdofs1.0r3 . 21 .  .
In this case, the v-induced error is twenty times
smaller than the statistical error.
We summarize the infinite-volume extrapolation
of critical exponents and of the critical coupling in
Table 2.
5. Conclusions
We have studied with Finite-size Scaling tech-
niques the monopole percolation transition of com-
pact QED coupled to scalars in the strong-coupling
 .limit bs0 . We have shown that state of the art
techniques for measuring critical exponents in spin
models can be successfully applied to this problem.
The approach relies in comparison of measures taken
in two different lattices when a matching condition is
  ..fulfilled see Eq. 13 . The efficiency of the method
is greatly enhanced by the availability of a re-weight-
w xing method 10 , and of an easily measurable Renor-
malization Group invariant the correlation length in
w x.units of the lattice size 11 .
With the achieved accuracy in individual mea-
sures, the scaling corrections for the reachable lattice
sizes are big enough to require the consideration of
sub-leading scaling-corrections in the infinite-volume
extrapolation. After this extrapolation, it is found
 .within errors that at bs0 monopole-percolation
and site-percolation belong to the same Universality
Class. The discrepancy with previous calculations is
explained by the presence of strong corrections to
scaling.
The present study can be extended to the
monopole-percolation critical line at non-zero b
w xcoupling 3,6 , although the number of independent
configurations that could be generated would be
quite smaller. Another interesting matter is the com-
parison with the chiral critical behaviour. Our method
would be useful in this respect only if it is found an
analogous of the correlation length in a finite lattice,
 .that made sense at chiral criticality.
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